
 
 

 

One card - endless possibilities. You can now discover the full variety of the region year-round thanks 

to the Bad Kleinkirchheim Sonnenschein Card! 

 

Whether hiker, mountain biker or skier, from family fun to rewarding sports, come summer or 

winter: everyone experiences their unforgettable Sunshine Moment with the Bad Kleinkirchheim 

Sonnenschein Card. 

 

The unique nature experience 

The Bad Kleinkirchheim Sonnenschein Card takes you on a journey through the region’s magical 

winter landscape. Trudging through the snow on snowshoes, a breathtaking panorama unfolds. 

Those who prefer a faster pace must give tobogganing a go. The tractor taxi takes you up the 

mountain at a special rate and, after a pit stop at the hut, you whizz back down to the valley – true to 

original style by toboggan, of course! 

 

Discover culture and nature 

Dive into the winter environment of the Biosphere Park Nockberge and learn all about the Bad 

Kleinkirchheim region’s past. On guided hikes you find out about the region’s long tradition of 

craftsmanship and explore the glistening winter landscape of the Carinthian Nockberge step by step. 

Gain insight into the fauna and flora of the UNESCO Biosphere Park Nockberge on Mondays at the 

Bad Kleinkirchheim Tourist Office’s 3D film experience or on the "Discoveries in the Winter Mountain 

Forest" hike. 

 

Sunshine Moments for families 

A diverse family programme thrills both young and old explorers. It’s getting really wild for families in 

the Bad Kleinkirchheim region this winter, with a new adventure for the little ones almost every day. 

From grooming and guiding on the pony farm to winter walks with lamas through the snow-covered 

landscape and exciting torch-lit hikes with the ponies: there’s something for all ages here. 

 

A "bargain" winter 

With the Bad Kleinkirchheim Sonnenschein Card you don’t just benefit from the extensive Active 

Programme. Select bonus partners have further attractive offers for card holders. Enjoy free journeys 

with the Nockmobil when the Ski-Thermen-Bus is not running, make the most of reduced lift rates to 

head out on winter hikes, reap the benefits of discounted entry to the Family & Health Spa St. 

Kathrein and use the cross-country trails free of charge once a day. The Sonnenschein Card is 

included from the first night of your stay at a partner establishment. 

 

Year-round Active Programme 

From now on you can enjoy unbeatable advantages the whole year round with the Sonnenschein 

Card! The Bad Kleinkirchheim Sonnenschein Card guarantees great variety in summer too, with  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

guided mountain bike tours, spectacular hikes accompanied by Biosphere Park rangers, excellent 

sport courses and diverse family programmes that will have nature lovers’ hearts beating faster. 

 

Characters: 2.798 incl. space characters 

 

Information and booking:  

BRM Bad Kleinkirchheim Region Marketing GmbH 

Dorfstraße 30 

9546 Bad Kleinkirchheim | Austria 

Tel.: +43 (0) 4240 8212 

info@badkleinkirchheim.at | www.badkleinkirchheim.at 


